
These are actions you can take to buy less stuff that are effective both because a) they really matter in terms of 
environmental impact and b) because you really can stick to them.  

Action 1 – Freeze!
Go on a six-week buying freeze. Limit your purchases to food and absolute necessities. 

Action 2 – Get It Secondhand
From the biggest purchases to the smallest, there are almost always secondhand options available. For six 
weeks, buy only secondhand (with the exception of food and hygiene products). Buying secondhand extends 
the life of existing items and prevents the need to extract resources to make new ones.

Action 3 – Make Do or Do Without
Often you already have something that will accomplish the purpose of the new item you’re looking for. Pick at 
least two items on your “things I want to buy” list and instead of getting them, “make do” with something you 
already have that can fulfill the same purpose. And/or, ask yourself if you really need these things at all and 
decide you can just do without.

Action 4 – Don’t Beg, Don’t Steal. Borrow (and Trade)!
Don’t buy something you only need once or on rare occasions. In the next six weeks think of at least two 
things that fall into this category that you were planning on buying and, instead, reach out to friends and 
neighbors and borrow or make trades for those items. Not only do you avoid making the purchase and the 
environmental impact that goes with it, you’re making a meaningful connection with someone and building a 
sharing economy. 

Action 5 – Fix It and Use It Up
Often we buy something new to replace something we already have that is broken or outdated. Think of at 
least two things you were planning to replace/upgrade in the next six weeks and, instead, fix them or find a 
creative way for them to meet your needs. 

Action 6 – Get It Good
For the next six weeks, when you do shop, buy high quality products. Go for items that were made in 
minimally destructive and extractive ways (e.g., fair trade clothes, items made with recycled materials) and 
things that are made to last (i.e., designed for durability not obsolescence, and can be repaired).

RESOURCES
Check out these organizations for an abundance of tips and tools to help you buy less stuff:

Brit Hazon: Buy Less Stuff

The Art of Frugal Hedonism
Going Zero Waste
iFixit
New Dream

Repair Cafe
The Story of Stuff
TradeMade
Treading My Own Path
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http://Save the Food

